Creating straight steps or curved landings:
Steps or landings can be laid using Celtik standard wall and Celtik capping units.
Semicircular landings can also be created using the Celtik beveled capping units.

90 Celtik Wall illustrated

Note: Celtik steps and risers have a combined height of 7 inches. If the height of the wall and that of the steps must be the same, it is important that the height of the wall containing the steps is in multiples of 7 inches.

Curved steps using Celtik standard wall units and Celtik radian capping units

Cutting Straight Capping Units in a radius.

Examples shown as a 30° angle cut.

These graphic representations are intended for preliminary design purposes only. Retaining Walls over two (2) feet in height will require additional engineering including soil reinforcement or geogrid.